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General Comment

"

Hello,
My name is Anthony Allen Bisset.
My entire being opposes Diablo Canyon's license being extended. Not only does it sit on active
fault(s)! but the technology employed in this generation of plant is not fault tolerant (no pun
intended) and cannot self power in the event of larger power grid emergency. To wantonly extend
licenses for reactors that are past their safe operating lifespan guarantees a significant accident will
occur. If the NRC even wants nuclear to be part of our long term future, then stellar regulation of
plants and accountability of operators is the only way the industry can weather another total failure
such as Fukushima. The statistics are just starting to come to light regarding the long-term impact
that accident is producing and as the truth comes to light Nuclear power will be in even more
disrepute. From where I sit the R in NRC is the primary duty. As a citizen of earth who values low
toxicity of my environment I expect Diablo Canyon's operating license to be revoked to safe guard
the ocean and surrounding coastal areas from contamination during a large earthquake.
If the NRC fails to. regulate such shoddy plants *we* (which is you) will push harder for sanity to
be restored. Without nuclear operators upping their game entirely, it as an industry is a lost cause
and I will dedicate a good .portion of my ingenuity to making it redundant through optimizing
renewables and promoting untapped sources such as geothermal and hydrothermal.
Thank you for upholding your responsibility to yourself, your brothers and your organization by
allowing new information to take -its appropriate place in your own value systems evolution and
ethics.
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Sincerely,
Anthony Allen Bisset
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